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STORY   MECANIKof

For most of our lives, we have been assigned to protect our loved ones, values and WAY OF LIFE 
in di�erent countries of the world. We have served under di�erent FLAGS, on di�erent 
continents and under di�erent environmental conditions. We had to be away from our LOVED 
ones and the things we loved, but we were not alone.  We were with people like us who also 
made huge sacrifices in life. We BRAVELY TOOK ON VARIOUS CHALLENGES AND CONQUERED THEM 
ALL In the LAST QUARTER century, millions of people working with all kinds of firearms in harsh 
conditions far from their homes have created a common CULTURE and a Lifestyle. Here, 
MECANIK was born from this WARRIOR MINDSET. Products that reflect the firearm accessories 
designed through the eyes of a gun user, and a lifestyle that serves firearm users have been 
carefully designed, tested and qualified.  MECANIK became the brand of those who know how 
to ENJOY LIFE even in the most di�cult conditions and never give up.

NOW IT IS YOUR TURN!
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S I L E N C E R
K E Y F E AT U R E S

MOUNT TYPE

CALIBER
9.19mm

INCH / METRICS NOISE
REDUCTION

CALIBER
12.7mm

CALIBER
5.56mm

CONSTRUCTION RAPID COOLING QUICK ATTACH

3 MOA USER - CONTROL
BRIGHTNESS

AUTO
ON - OFF

TCF

SHAKE AWAKE

MOISTURE
RESISTANCE

SHOCK
RESISTANCE

PARALAX FREE

AUTO
BRIGHTNESS

CR 2032
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K E Y F E AT U R E S
A DVA N C E D A P PA R E L

M AT E R I A L B R E A K D O W N

MECANIK FABRIC
MATERIAL BREAKDOWN

Mecstop
Ripstop fabric 
MecstopFlex

Flexible ripstop fabric
Metex

Extra durable spandex fabric
MeCatex

Waterproof/breathable fabric that resists liquidswhile 
allowing water vapour to pass through. 

MeColour
High quality fabric dye

MeCaProof
Water-repellent and breathable fabric

SunMeproof
Sun/UV Fade resistant

MeWarm
Body heat retaining fabric

AntiBacme
Anti-bacterial fabric
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The optic sights have been proven to be the fastest type of target engagement. It 
provides the greatest hit probability on targets by allowing shooters to stay focused 
on the target. Shooting with both eyes open also means that the shooter can 
situationally and environmentally remain aware of what is going on around them at 
all times. 

MECANIK red dot sights increase shooters’ confidence with their proven accuracy 
and performance at optimal levels. We designed our sights according to the inputs 
given by special forces operators and incorporating state-of-the-art technology. The 
unique design of our red dot optic’s outer frame provides ease of racking the pistol 
with a single hand if needed. This sight is made to endure and work flawlessly in the 
most demanding operational and environmental conditions. This is why our optics 
are found in the arsenals of the world's greatest shooters. 

MECANIK red dot sights continue to be a game-changer in tactical applications, as 
well as sportive shooting, home/self defense, and competition categories. 

We are proud to give you the most e�cient, reliable, and rugged electronic sighting 
system in the world. 

Welcome to the superior way of doing things with MECANIK

A DVA N C E D F I R E A R M S
O P T I C S
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MECANIK® MO1
(Micro Reflex Sight) Features

3 MOA Red dot sight
It is designed for duty and concealed carry pistols.
Automatic brightness adjustment(10 level)
Thanks to the hi-tech motion sensor, it turns o� when 
not in use. It starts working again when motion is 
detected.
Low-profile design that can be used with
co-witness feature.
Thanks to its high quality super led feature, it has a 
clearer dot compared to its competitors.
MECANIK MO1 comes pre-zeroed out of the factory
for METE series pistol.
Parallax-free

A DVA N C E D F I R E A R M S
O P T I C S

3 MOA AUTO
ON - OFF TCFSHAKE AWAKEMOISTURE

RESISTANCE
SHOCK

RESISTANCE PARALAX FREEAUTO
BRIGHTNESS CR 2032

Pistol optics are designed to provide the highest probability of 
hitting on the targets by allowing shooters to focus quickly. The 
MECANIK MO1 tactical micro-optic reflex sight is designed in 
consideration of tactical requirements. During the design process, 
we worked with special operation forces & law enforcement units from 
all over the world. It is equipped with high-tech features that will crown its 
unique patented exterior design. The MECANIK MO1 tactical micro-optic reflex 
sight's TCF (Tactical Concave Face) allows operators to grasp their pistols from the 
slide more e�ectively. It also helps to rack their pistols with one hand at the waist 
band more successfully. Thanks to the aggressive side serrations, the grip area of the 
shooter on the slide has been increased. The high technology motion sensor in the 
MECANIK MO1 helps the battery life to be preserved when the optic is not in use. 
Thanks to the light sensor inside, it automatically adjusts the brightness of the red 
dot that marks the target. This feature is especially vital for shooters working in 
environments with di�erent light intensities. MECANIK MO1 Tactical Micro-Optic 
Reflex Sight has 3 MOA red dot, which is the ideal dot size for special operation units 
operating intensively in urban warfare, using CQB/CQC tactics. MECANIK MO1 has 
co-witness feature thanks to its low-profile structure. We are proud to give you the 
most e�cient, reliable and rugged electronic sighting system in the world.
Welcome to the superior way of doing things with MECANIK.
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MECANIK® MO2
(Versatile Reflex Sight)

A DVA N C E D F I R E A R M S
O P T I C S

Features
3 MOA Red dot sight
It is a versatile optic designed for home/self defense, 
hunting and competition. 
Manual brightness adjustment
(2 level for NVG+8 daylight)
Thanks to its high quality super led feature, it has a 
clearer dot compared to its competitors
Wide optical lens
Parallax-free

3 MOA TCFMOISTURE
RESISTANCE

SHOCK
RESISTANCE PARALAX FREE CR 2032USER - CONTROL

BRIGHTNESS

Pistol optics are designed to provide the highest probability of 
hitting on the targets by allowing shooters to focus quickly. The 
MECANIK MO2 versatile reflex optic sight is designed in consideration 
of general purposes. During the design process, we worked with world 
famous competitive shooter from all over the world. It is equipped with 
high-tech features that will crown its unique patented exterior design. The 
MECANIK MO2 versatile reflex optic sight TCF (Tactical Concave Face) allows 
shooters to grasp their pistols from the slide more e�ectively. It also helps to rack 
their pistols with one hand at the waist band more successfully. Thanks to the 
aggressive side serrations, the grip area of the shooter on the slide has been 
increased. MO2 has manual brightness control  which has 10 levels; 2 lower ones 
being NVG and 8 of them being daylight levels. MECANIK MO2 versatile reflex optic 
sight has 3 MOA red dot, which is the ideal dot size for home/self-defense, hunting 
and competition shooting. We are proud to give you the most e�cient, reliable and 
rugged electronic sighting system in the world.
Welcome to the superior way of doing things with MECANIK.
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A DVA N C E D
S I L E N C E R

As MECANIK, we know firearms well. We are also aware of the benefits the 
add-on/plug on accessories provide to firearms’ performance. Additionally, we 
collect feedback from the operators from all over the world to design the most 
reliable and innovative products. 
This is why MECANIK suppressor will surpass all your expectations. 
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MECANIK T-SUP 1 Silencer
MECANIK presents the new pistol suppressor line 
that features completely modular and configurable 
aluminium ba�es that allows personalization for 
the shooter. MECANIK T-SUP1 SUPPRESSOR is mainly 
designed for floating-barrel pistols. Thanks to its 
unique suspension system, it works flawlessly with 
every kind of 9mm flutted-barrel pistol. T-SUP1 has a 
light-weight and durable design made to give the shooter 
ease and convenience needed for any occasion. It is 
adaptable to use with any kind of 9mm ammunition.

A DVA N C E D
S I L E N C E R
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CALIBER
9x19mm INCH / METRICS NOISE

REDUCTION
ALUMINIUM

CONSTRUCTION RAPID COOLING QUICK ATTACH

Modular design
Light weight aluminium construction
Can be used in pistol with fixed and floating barrels
Modules can be added or subract considering 
performance or weight
INCH/METRIC versions are available
No extra tools required for assembly

Features
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A DVA N C E D
A P PA R E L

Over the years tactical clothing has evolved and improved with the advancements in 
fabric design and materials. Tactical apparel is designed for law enforcement 
members, public safety professionals, security contractors, recreational users like 
hunting, and other outdoor adventures to meet the high standards of performance 
and professionalism these demanding fields require. Often made with ripstop 
materials to ensure durability, tactical apparel also features thigh-level pockets that 
allow access to essential tactical gear items.

Unique products equipped with superior technologies are developed by MECANİK 
R&D. We as Mecanik, work side-by-side with professionals to design, develop and 
o�er the best and most innovative products possible. Mecanik apparel is made with 
an uncompromising manufacturing process that ensures excellence in every stitch. 
Mecanik Advanced Apparel makes sure you are going to stay at the top of your game 
in any terrain and any weather conditions.

We strive each and every day to ensure you accomplish any mission under the 
harshest physical and environmental conditions. Rugged, comfortable, practical 
and durable, you will be wearing these pieces on and o� the job.

We take our obligation to our environment and the global community seriously. Our 
raw materials and processes are constantly monitored and optimized to leave the 
smallest possible ecological footprint.

As a company that caters to professional customers, nothing is more important to 
us than quality. We guarantee that all of our products are fit for purpose.
    To build high-quality apparel
    To provide customers with world-class service 
    To be an ethically and socially responsible

This is the Mecanik Advanced Apparel Mindset. 
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PHOENIX Pants
Specially designed for Competition and outdoor activities, Phoenix 
pants feature advanced Mecstop™ fabric. With 3% stretch margin, 
elastane-containing textures are placed on the yarn during 
weaving, thus ensuring durable, long-lasting, flexible use of the 
fabric. While Mecaproof™ fabric creates resistance against water 
and dirt in the nature’s harshest conditions, its flexible structure 
gives breath to your movements. Phoenix pants are dyed with high 
quality Mecolor™ technology, hence they do not lose their color 
under any circumstances and do not fade under the sun. These 
pants were designed for trekking and high performance tactical 
activities with its ergonomic structure, fabric quality and special 
sewing areas.

It frees your movements by wrapping your body tightly with zip o�s 
in the waist and knee areas. Ultra-durable, deep weight-bearing 
pockets help you to carry all the tools and equipment you need 
with you and quickly remove them in case of emergency.
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Features
Mexstopflex™ square weave is a tear-proof, strong, 
durable, and provides high performance
Water repellent and breathable fabric
Minimizes sweating
Fade-resistant MeColor™ technology
Two ventilation ducts, right and left on the upper part of the 
knees (can provide airflow by opening the zipper)
Side pockets with space for phone or rifle magazine.
Metex™  fabric provides extra flexibility in movement
Elastic waistband
Wide cargo pockets, secure back pockets,
hidden knee pad pockets

DESERT
BEIGE

BLACK GRAY OD GREEN
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METE Shirt
Mete shirts manufactured with Mestopflex™ fabric to 
support the performance of those who take action, while 
o�ering comfort beyond its competitors with high quality 
fabric. Mestopflex™ fabric prevents wrinkles by stretching 
during active performance. The Mete shirt provides active 
body temperature balance with the ventilation holes 
strategically placed in the armpits and the back, allowing 
freedom of movement. Alongside its light and soft 
texture against your skin. Mestopflex™ fabric 
technology was specially developed for those who 
like to experience peak performance, also prevents 
the formation of bacteria and traps sweat odors. 
Thanks to the stainless snap fasteners on the front, it 
allows rapid removal for any situation. Curved sleeves 
with sleeve brit o�er versatile styling possibilities. 
Now your clothes can keep up with your 
adrenaline-packed lifestyle.
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Features
Mecstopflex™ fabric square weave (extra elastic)
Fade-resistant MeColor™ coloringtechnology
Double-sided zipper
Durable, Comfy, Mobile
Fold sleeve button
Utility pockets, including pen pockets
Air vents; discharge channels and air intake channel
on the back
Velcro on the collar (to avoid ejected empty shells getting 
in during shooting)

DESERT
BEIGE

OD GREEN
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ACE Coat
Ace Coats are a unique product developed by MECANIK 
R&D with superior technologies for those who love to 
live fully and push the limits of performance and 
adrenaline, while feeling safe even in the harshest 
conditions of nature. The all new Mestop™ fabric does 
not limit your ability to move with its high performance 
protection, 7% stretch share, and equipped Mewarm™ 
technology; allowing the body to keep its own 
temperature stable over time. Ace Coats are 
dependable even in the most extreme weather 
conditions thanks to its thermal protective 
structure. The Mecaproof™ water repellent system 
of this coat also protects you from the heaviest of 
rainfalls. The ACE provides convenience for any 
user looking to concealed carry via the side
zippers of the coat, which allow for a practical draw 
from the holsterin a defensive scenario. Its inner 
and outer pocket space o�ers durable and 
comfortable space to hold all kinds of equipment.
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Features
Mecstopflex™  weaving
Keeps your body warm with Mewarm™ technology
Mecatex™ waterproof fabric
Adjustable velcro straps for wrists
MOLLE webbing for pouch and gear attachment
Hidden hood inside of the collar
Underarm Zipped Mesh system 
Arm pockets
Special micro fabric lining
MeColour™ coloring  technology

BLACK OD GREEN
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ATLANTIA
Fleece Jacket
With its special patented fabric design, 
Atlantia fleece will keep you warm with 
Mewarm™ thermal technology, while it 
will keep you dry with its waterproof and 
breathable Mecatex™ lamination 
technology. This jacket features water, oil 
and dirt resistantance on its outer 
surface.
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Features
Double layer fleece 
MOLLE webbing for pouch and gear attachment
Underarm Zipped Mesh system
Arm pockets
MeColour™ coloring  technology
Adjustable velcro straps for wrists
Water repellent and breathable fabric

BLACK GRAY
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A DVA N C E D
A P PA R E L

Over the years tactical clothing has evolved and improved with the advancements in 
fabric design and materials. Tactical apparel is designed for law enforcement 
members, public safety professionals, security contractors, recreational users like 
hunting, and other outdoor adventures to meet the high standards of performance 
and professionalism these demanding fields require. Often made with ripstop 
materials to ensure durability, tactical apparel also features thigh-level pockets that 
allow access to essential tactical gear items.

Unique products equipped with superior technologies are developed by MECANİK 
R&D. We as Mecanik, work side-by-side with professionals to design, develop and 
o�er the best and most innovative products possible. Mecanik apparel is made with 
an uncompromising manufacturing process that ensures excellence in every stitch. 
Mecanik Advanced Apparel makes sure you are going to stay at the top of your game 
in any terrain and any weather conditions.

We strive each and every day to ensure you accomplish any mission under the 
harshest physical and environmental conditions. Rugged, comfortable, practical 
and durable, you will be wearing these pieces on and o� the job.

We take our obligation to our environment and the global community seriously. Our 
raw materials and processes are constantly monitored and optimized to leave the 
smallest possible ecological footprint.

As a company that caters to professional customers, nothing is more important to 
us than quality. We guarantee that all of our products are fit for purpose.
    To build high-quality apparel
    To provide customers with world-class service 
    To be an ethically and socially responsible

This is the Mecanik Advanced Apparel Mindset. 

Prime Series



PHOENIX Pants
Phoenix Tactical pants moves with you, however you like to move. 
It provides extraordinary comfort in all kinds of activities for 
competition, sports or recreational purposes. Featuring 
Mecstopflex™ and  Metex™ fabric, these pants are exceptionally 
durable. Its flexibility in motion provides high performance with 
waist, knee, and inner leg adjustments. The MeColor™ dye 
technology protects these pants against color fade from UV light . 
With integrated compartment pockets, you have customized storage 
options so you can put your items or equipment  when needed. The 
wide belt on the waist allows the wearer to use di�erent types of  
belts for any situation. 
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Features
Extra flexible and extra strong with Mecstopflex™ 
Mecolor™ dye technology,
Extra flexible with Metex™
Elastic & confort waist
Water repellent and breathable 
Deep Cargo pocket
Reinforced belt loops
Concealed zipper pockets
Adjustable knee and leg with hook/loop
Adjustable hook/loop leg cu� 

DESERT
BEIGE

BLACK GRAY OD GREEN
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METE Shirt
The all new Lightweight Mecstop™ weaving is 
designed with polyurethane elastane lycra and 
sports lycra to provide the user with extra comfort 
and mobility. While giving you a clean and 
professional look, Mecstop™ is a leader in tactical 
clothing for durability and mobility. The air flow 
channels in the back provides the wearerwith 
breathability, while central chest pockets are 
equipped for storage needs. The striped curved 
sleeves and utility pockets provide ease of 
carrying small items. The lightness of this 
material aids with fast movements  and increases 
performance.
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Features
Air flow channels mesh in the back
More breathability
Roll-up Sleeves
Bartacking at key stress point
Dual chest patch pocket with flabs
Wearable every season 
Quick dry
Extra flexible and strong Mecstopflex™

GRAY

DESERT
BEIGE

ANTRASIT GRAY OD GREEN INDIGO
BLUE
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ACE Coat
Whether for professional, sporting or recreational 
use, everyone needs the best outfit for bad weather 
conditions. The all new Mecatex™ lamination 
includes Ace Coat, a waterproof and breathable 
treatment, alongside the Mewarm™ fabric 
technologyto keep your body temperature 
constant. Hidden pocket zippers on the chest 
o�er versatile storage options. The  fixed hood 
design provides superior functionality and 
protection against all weather conditions. 
There is a hidden zipper pocket inside for easy 
access to your valuables, and an inner eyelet 
for phone, radio or internal media connection 
cables. Specially designed rubber cu� 
allows the user to instantly restrict air flow 
by tightening the elastics in one move.
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Features
Superior waterproofing with Mecatex™ lamination
Honeycomb design Mewarm™ technology  
Protection against bad weather conditions
Accessibility and hidden pockets
Adjustable cu�
Waterproof hood
Hook & loop cu�s with velcro
Water, oil and dirt repellent

BLACK OD GREEN
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THOR Raincoat
Thor raincoat provides you the mobility and comfort 
you need in all kinds of outdoor and sporting activities. 
The all new Mecatex™ lamination is like an armor 
against water, while the  MeColor™ dye 
technologyprotects against color fade from UV. Its 
stylish and functional design allows you to enjoy 
this in any environment. Two hidden zippered 
pockets on the front help you to keep your elegance 
while carrying your important items. The interior 
perforated nets protect you from sweating, and 
the adjustable gather cuts your contact with air 
and rain. The inner eyelet allows easy access to 
your phone, wireless radio or to any kind of 
internal media connectivity while helping 
eliminate cable clutter.
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Features
Mecatex™ lamination 
Mecolor™ dye or coloring  technology
Waterproof™, hidden pockets, and fixed hood
Adjustable velcro straps for wrists
Strategic ventilation holes
Hook & loop cu�s with velcro
Practical gathers

BLACK RED OD GREEN

RED
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PUSAT Shorts
Pusat Tactical shorts moves with you, however you 
like to move. It provides extraordinary comfort in 
all kinds of activities for competition, sports or 
recreational purposes. Featuring Mecstopflex™ 
and  Metex™ fabric, these shorts are exceptionally 
durable. Metex™ in waist and inner leg locations 
provides flexibility in motion leading to high 
performance. The MeColour™ dye technology 
protects these shorts against color fade from UV 
light . With integrated compartment pockets, you 
have customized storage options so you can put 
your items or equipment  when needed. The wide 
belt on the waist allows the wearer to use 
di�erent types of  belts for any situation.

DESERT
BEIGE49



Features
Extra flexible and extra strong with Mecstopflex™
Mecolour™ dye technology,
Extra flexible with Metex™
Elastic & comfort waist
Water repellent and breathable
Deep Cargo pocket
Reinforced belt loops
Concealed zipper pockets

DESERT
BEIGE

OD GREEN

OD
GREEN
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ONYX Pants
Simplicity and comfort, the Onyx pants are designed as worthy 
of these two words. It is for those who seek protection and 
comfort both in daily life and in tactical environments. Onyx 
pants, which are made of 100% Metex™ fabric, provide you with 
excellent comfort and movement ability in any environment.

CASUAL
SERIES

DESERT
BEIGE
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BLACKFeatures
Extra flexible with %100 Metex™
Mecolour™ dye technology
Deep Cargo pocket
Reinforced belt loops

DESERT
BEIGE

BLACK
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